
Model City 
by Absolutely Cultured

 # BagsOfCreativity

We would like you to WRITE a letter or DRAW a picture for children  

living in Hull 50 years in the future. 

• What do you want to tell someone in the future about Hull in 2020?

• What are the most fun things about your city?

• What about your city makes you happy? 

• What would you like to change about your city? 

• What do you hope Hull is like in 50 years? 

Turn over to create your city of the future.
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Share your ideas with us @abscultured

In the future...



  You will need:

A sheet of card, scissors,
pencils or pens, pipe

cleaners, lollipop 
sticks

Make the stage

Cut a piece of card in half. 
Use 1 half to make the stage.

 Fold the sides of the stage
forward. Fold a little flap on

each side at the front. 

Cut a little bit off the back
of the stage. It helps your

actors move around.

Make A Mini Theatre
by Amy Skinner



Make the scenery

Use the other half of the card to 
make some scenery. Cut it in half. 

What scenes will you draw?

Make the scenery

Use the other half of the card to 
make some scenery. Cut it in half. make some scenery. Cut it in half. 

What scenes will you draw?What scenes will you draw?What scenes will you draw?

Twist two pipe cleaners together. 
Fold the top of your scenery and 
hang it from the pipe cleaners. 
Your stage is ready for action!

Make some actors

Cut out your actors and stick 
them to lollipop sticks. What 
characters do you need to tell 

your story?

Use the lollipop 
stick to move 
your actor!
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Quirky Characters 
by Anna Bean
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Surrealist Art Techniques 
by Anna Bean
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Bag Rap 
by Beats Bus

 # BagsOfCreativity

We ’ re challenging you to come up with a rap  

inspired by your Bag of Creativity!

Try and choose items that will  

create a rhyming pattern. 

Fill in the gaps on the back 

to get you started...
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www.beats-bus.co.uk

Rapping ain ’t that hard

pencil, sharpener, a rubber plus 20 sheets of                        .

Busy indoors getting up to another caper

drawing on sheets of plain                        .

Rap out the bag a fun rap game to play

why not make our bus from modelling                        .



Look Out Picasso!
by Concrete Youth

# BagsOfCreativity

What you're going to need:

• Plain Paper
• Set  o f  Penci l s
• Model l ing Clay
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www.concreteyouth.co.uk

Plan your masterpiece inspired by where you are, grab some plain 
paper and pencils. Look around you for inspiration, what can you see 
in the space you are in? Or look out the window. Make a sketch of what 
you’d like to model. 

Now think, how can you use clay to make your 2D drawing 3D?

Once you’ve got it all planned out, get your modelling clay and get to 
work! Make sure you have a flat surface and you’re wearing clothes 
that you don’t mind getting a little messy!

Once you’ve sculpted the shape of your sculpture, let the clay sit for 
24-48 hours to dry. The drying time will vary based on the thickness of 
the clay and the moisture in the air, but most types of air dry clays 
will be completely dry within 72 hours.

1.

2.

3.

4.



Make Your Own Bookmark 
by Creative Briefs
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Creative Briefs work on design challenges

with young people who learn differently

www.creativebriefs.co.uk
 # BagsOfCreativity



Make A Hanging  
Paper Snake 
by Creative Briefs
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Creative Briefs work on design challenges

with young people who learn differently

www.creativebriefs.co.uk
 # BagsOfCreativity



Activism
by Critical Fish

# BagsOfCreativity

One voice, your voice, can make a big difference – 
just look at the impact made by young people 
such as Greta Thunburg and Malala Yousafzai.

Sometimes it’s hard to know where to start- 
whether you see wrongs happening around race, 
gender, faith, housing, education, food poverty, human
 or animal rights, environment or wealth inequalities. 
You can take action to make your valuable voice heard. 
You are never too young to start.
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Alternative Ways of Drawing 
by Critical Fish

 # BagsOfCreativity

What do you imagine when you think about what  
a ‘drawing’ is? Is it something that looks exactly like  
the thing it’s trying to represent? 

Chances are this is the kind of drawing that you  
have been encouraged to do. If you enjoy this  
approach, great, but sometimes you might want to  
express yourself differently. There are other approaches 
of drawing which values the process rather than  
the outcome.

Ways of drawing that are relaxing, fun and experimental...
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Calming Watercolours 
by Ferens Art Gallery

 # BagsOfCreativity  # BagsOfCreativity
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This painting by Victorian artist, Henry Moore is called 
A Calm Sea.

The clouds in the sky and ripples on the water get smaller as 
they guide our eyes to the boats in the distance.

Take inspiration from this painting create your own 
calming seascape.

Use your watercolours and slow brush strokes to create 
your picture.

Experiment with mixing different shades of watery blue.

Experiment with removing paint with a dry brush or scrunched 
scrap paper to create clouds.



Ferens Favourites 
by Ferens Art Gallery

 # BagsOfCreativity

Ferens Favourites 

is an exhibition of 

paintings chosen 

by you

What

 will you

choose?

Return this 

card or 

enter online

3.

1. 2.

4.
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Name                         Age

My Ferens Favourite Is...

I love this painting because...

Freepost RSJC-KKBE-ABXZ
Ferens Favourites
Hull City Council
PO Box 15
HULL
HU1 2AB

See more paintings at

www.ferensfavourites.co.uk

By returning this card, you agree 
to your first name, age and writing 
being included in exhibitions online 
and at the Ferens Art Gallery. 

Share your #FerensFavourite

Send us your favourite by 
31st August 2020



Music Machines 
by Joseph Cox

The team at Fantastic Machines are trying to 
design a new musical instrument.  
They would love you to design it! 

Get some card and pencils and get thinking! 

On the next page are some ideas and  
challenges to try when designing.



Where 
does the 

sound come 
out? 

Is it

LOUD
or quiet?

How do you 
hold it?

How does 
it make it’s 

sound?

Is it electric
or acoustic 

or both?

What sound
does it make?

How do 
you 
control it?

Smooth
Crunchy Chirps

Rumbles
Bleeps Wobbly

Gurgles

Bouncy
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# BagsOfCreativity
Created by Joseph Cox
of Form Studio
www.heyform.co.uk



Write your word thin with a pencil, 
leaving space between the letters.

Draw an outline around these letters. 

1

Don’t forget to draw inside 
letters with holes (or ‘counters’ 
as their called by type 
designers).

3

2

Try curved ends for 
bubbly writing or 
straight for block 
letters. Or flick out 
for fancy ‘serif’ style.

Rub out the original pencil line - don’t 
worry if letters overlap, we’ll fix that next.

If your letters do overlap rub out the line 
from the next letter from within the letter 
before it.

4

5

RUBB
ER

Bubble Writing 
by Joseph Cox
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 # BagsOfCreativity
Created by Joseph Cox 
of Form Studio
www.heyform.co.uk



Story of My Life
by Hull Libraries

 # BagsOfCreativity
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Love adventure stories? Join the library and borrow up to 20
books for free - there are no charges on overdue children's 
books. Find out more on our website www.hcandlco.uk/libraries



Mini Notebook 
by Jess Aylen
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 # BagsOfCreativity



Design Our Logo! 
by Generation Hull

We hope you enjoy your Bag
of Creativity, lots of different
people who work in Hull and use
creativity in their jobs have 
contributed to make it happen. 
These include artists, writers, 
designers, musicians, actors  
and dancers. 

They have designed lots of  
activities you could use your  
Bag of Creativity for, but most  
importantly we want you to  
have fun and get creative.

Hello  
from Generation Hull! 

Photo: © Ginger Snaps Photography 

Hull and East Yorkshire Children’s University
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 # BagsOfCreativity

Here is the outline of our current logo.  

Your challenge is to add your creativity to it 

using the contents of your Bag of Creativity. 

Share your designs with us, including your 

age and we'll select the most creative 

to represent each age group in future 

Generation Hull projects.  

Name :

Age:

Generation Hull branding 

by Lydia Caprani 

www.lydiacaprani.com



Quotes 
by Louis Dorton
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louisdorton.wordpress.com
louisdorton@zoho.eu

 # BagsOfCreativity



Hand Gestures
by Roopashree NS

Hand gestures (mudaras) are made with fingers and hands. In Indian classical dance, the 

dancers use hand gestures in order to convey the meaning of what they are performing. 

Some are performed with a single hand while some may require the use of both hands.

BeeFlower Bud Deer Face Peacock

Full LotusFish Lotus Bud Moon
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Pragnya Indian 
Arts Centre

Roopashree NS

 # BagsOfCreativity

Can you create and enact a story using hand gestures?    

You can use hand gestures to set up a mini performance. The limits are your imagination!    

Can you challenge your friends and family to guess the hand gestures you show?

Lion FaceCounch Swan Face

HouseBird Crab Serpent Head

Half Moon Knot



You're An Animal! 
by Vicky Foster

Go somewhere quiet on your own and get all wrapped up 

in the space blanket with the sketch book and pencil  

on your lap.  

 

When you're all cosy and safe, think back to a time when 

someone made you feel bad. Focus on how you felt in that 

moment, and then imagine that feeling is an animal. 

Write down the feeling, the animal you’ve chosen, and then add what the animal 

feels like to touch, what sound it makes, how you feel about this animal, and any 

other details you want to add. Decide whether you’re going to let the animal come 

in under the space blanket with you.  

 

What will you say or do to let it know whether it’s allowed in or not?  

Maybe you could create another animal to help you get the message across.  

You Will Need :

• Space blanket

• Sketch book

• Pencil 

 
You can also use 
the back of this  
postcard to plan 
your ideas.
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Write it all down...

 # BagsOfCreativity
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